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Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Automobile Chrysler Convertible User
Manual pages. This manual has been prepared with the assistance of service and engineering
specialists to acquaint you with Engine exhaust, some of its constituents, and certain the
operation and maintenance of your new vehicle. It is vehicle components contain or emit
chemicals supplemented by a Warranty Information Booklet and known to the State of
California to cause cancer and various customer oriented documents. If you do not read this
entire manual you may miss important information. The dealer that sold you your new vehicle
has the key code numbers for your vehicle locks. If this occurs, rotate the key An unlocked car
is an invitation to thieves. These devices cannot damage the Sentry With this system, an
electronically coded ignition key Key System, but can cause a momentary problem sends a
signal to the vehicle electronics. If the electronics when attempting to start the engine. Press
this switch to lock or unlock the four doors. Door Lock Plunger If the door lock plunger is down
when you shut the door, the door will lock. The double activation feature 1. Depress the power
door lock switch to lock the doors. Press and hold the Unlock button on the transmit- This
system allows you to lock or unlock the doors or ter. Continue to hold the Unlock button, wait at
least 4 The horn will chirp and the headlamps will flash once to but no longer than 10 seconds,
then press the Trunk acknowledge the lock signal. Using a currently programmed transmitter,
press the General Information Unlock button on the transmitter. Reassemble the transmitter
case. Snap the halves The recommended replacement batteries are CR This shows that the
system is arming. If the light comes on but does not flash, the system is still armed, but there is
a problem in the trunk circuit. The odometer display will reappear once the trunk is closed or if
the trip button is depressed. Power Windows Never leave children in a vehicle, with the keys in
the ignition switch. Occupants, particularly unat- tended children, can become entrapped by the
power windows while operating the power window switch. It tells you how to use your restraint
system pressure on the ears or a helicopter type sound in the properly to keep you and your
passengers as safe as ears. Seat of the worst injuries happen when people are thrown from the
vehicle. Enter the vehicle and close the door. The lap portion could ride too high on your body,
possibly causing internal 2. A frayed or torn belt could rip apart in a collision and leave you with
no protection. Inspect the belt system periodically, checking for cuts, frays, or loose parts.
Damaged parts must be replaced immediately. Do not disassemble or modify the system. The
driver should also instruct all other occupants to The seat belts for both front seating positions
are buckle their seat belts. Once the warning is triggered, the equipped with pretensioning
devices that are designed to Enhanced Warning System BeltAlert will continue to remove any
slack from the seat belts in the event of a If the vehicle is equipped with window bags, they are
located above the side windows. An airbag Standards. We also recommend that you make sure
deployment could cause severe injury or death to that you can install the child restraint in the
vehicle infants in this position. If your able. If not possible, lower the head restraint and pass the
tether strap around the outboard 1. Rotate the cover over the anchor directly behind the side of
the head restraint. This is a normal part of the break-in and not an indication of a problem.
However, if for some reason it Check operation by selecting the defrost mode and place must
remain open, close all windows. Adjust the the blower control on high speed. The bottom of the
console bin also has built in holders for compact discs or cassette tapes. Push in the button
Adjust the mirror to center on the view through the rear on the face of the mirror to activate the
dimming feature. To avoid damage to the mirror during cleaning, never spray any cleaning
solution directly onto the mirror. Apply the solution onto a clean cloth and wipe the mirror
clean. Electric Remote-Control Mirrorsâ€” If Equipped Both of the outside mirrors can be
adjusted by using the remote controls mounted on the instrument panel to the left of the
steering wheel. To use traffic, with a slight overlap of the view obtained on the the mirror, rotate
the sun visor down and swing the inside mirror. Lean The adjusting bar is at the front of the
seats, near the forward and lift the lever to return the seatback to its floor. Turn the control lever
forward to increase and rearward to de- crease the desired amount of lumbar support. Persons
who are unable to feel pain to the skin because of advanced age, chronic illness, diabetes,
spinal cord injury, medication, alcohol use, exhaus- tion or other physical condition must
exercise care when using the seat heater. Adjust the restraints so be folded forward. The cargo
area in the rear of the vehicle with the rear seatbacks in the locked-up or folded down position
should not be used as a play area by children when the vehicle is in motion. They could be
seriously injured in an accident. If the hood is not fully latched it could fly up when the vehicle
is moving and block your forward vision. You could have a collision. Be sure all hood latches
are fully latched before driving. The interior lights on the Multi-Function interior lights will
remain off when the Control Lever upward will increase doors are open. Each light has a
push-on push-off switch. NOTE: The lights will remain on until the switch is pressed a second
time, so be sure that they have been turned off before leaving the vehicle. Turning the dimmer

control to the full Lights down position prevents the courtesy lights from coming Turn the end
of the Multi-Function lever to the first on when a door is opened. The lights remain on the
instrument cluster flash to show proper operation of until the ignition switch is turned OFF or
the parking the front and rear turn signal lights. Pull down and signal control and move the
wheel up or down, as release the control lever for a single wiping cycle. Tilting the steering
column while the vehicle is moving is dangerous. Without a stable steering col- umn, you could
lose control of the vehicle and have an accident. Adjust the column only while the ve- hicle is
stopped. Releasing the button when button, or normal brake or clutch pressure will deactivate
the desired speed is reached, will establish a new SET speed control without erasing the
memory. The HomeLink Universal Transceiver replaces up to three remote controls hand held
transmitters that oper- A moving garage door can cause injury to people and ate devices such
as garage door openers, motorized pets in the path of the door. Place the hand held controller
one to three inches from the Universal Transceiver while keeping its Vehicle exhaust contains
carbon monoxide, a danger- indicator light in view. The rapid the transmitter code changes after
each use to prevent the flashing indicates successful programming. Locate the training button
on the garage door motor Your garage door opener should now recognize your head unit. The
exact location and color of the button may Universal Transceiver. The remaining two buttons
may vary by garage door opener manufacturer. Transceiver until the garage door or other
device begins To erase all of the previously trained frequencies, hold to operate. Occupants,
particularly unat- tended children, can become entrapped by the power sunroof while operating
the power sunroof switch. However, the open automatically from any position. The sunroof will
sunshade will open automatically as the sunroof opens. Press and hold the switch forward until
the sunroof stops completely to ensure that the sunroof is fully closed. Airbag Light 8.
Speedometer The light comes on and remains on for 6 to 8 Shows the vehicle speed in
miles-per-hour and seconds as a bulb check when the ignition kilometers-per-hour. If the bulb
does not 9. Any reading within the normal your Owner Manual for more details. If the bulb does
range approximately mid point on the scale not come on when turning the key from OFF to ON,
shows that the cooling system is operating properly. Engine Temperature Warning Light button
a second time to return to the odometer. Brake System Warning Light it indicates that the
Anti-Lock portion of the brake system This light monitors both the brake fluid level is not
functioning and that service is required, however, and the parking brake. After the bulb that it is
operating properly. Turn the ignition key to the check or when driving, if the driver seat belt
remains RUN position. Verify need to calibrate the compass for normal conditions. AM or 1. Use
a ballpoint pen or similar object to press the hour Amplitude Modulation, in which the
transmitted sound H or minute M buttons on the radio, The time setting causes the amplitude,
or height, of the radio waves to will increase each time you press the button. Turn the volume
control clockwise to increase the volume. Push in the button and it will pop out. Adjust the Top
40 Top 40 balance and push the button back in. The balance will be Weather Weather displayed
and continuously updated while the button is You can recall the the next station, in either AM or
FM, pausing for 5 stations stored in SET 2 memory by pressing the push- seconds at each
listenable station before continuing to the Press this button to play 10 seconds of each
selection. Press the SEEK button once to move 1 selection, twice to Press the scan button a
second time to cancel the feature. CD player, or satellite radio if equipped. To stop the scan
function, press the button a second time. A SEEK symbol will appear on the display. Turn the
NOTE: The radio sales code is located on the lower left volume control clockwise to increase
the volume. Press the top of the the SET button twice and SET 2 will show in the display button
to seek up and the bottom to seek down. Pressing this button while playing a cassette tape will
change the side of the tape being played. Always remove the Navigation DVD before inserting
another disc. Press the bottom of the Seek will tune to the last station selected. Pressing a
pre-set memory unblocking. The function of the left hand function in this mode. The the CD
changer to play the next available disc. Under certain conditions, the operation of a cellular
phone in your vehicle can cause erratic or noisy perfor- 5. These Automatic Temperature
Control ATC â€” If sensors transmit data on sun strength and vehicle interior Equipped
temperatures to enhance system performance. You Use this control to regulate the amount of
air forced can select a very hot or cold comfort setting by holding through the system in any
mode you select. Turn the the comfort control until it reaches its highest or lowest control
clockwise to increase fan speed. Slight changes in tion. A symbol in the display window will
show which engine speed or power may be noticed when the com- mode is operating. This
mode is not recommended when Defroster and a second time to turn it off. An heat is required
in very cold temperatures. If side window fogging becomes a problem, increase These outlets
are located under the front seats and direct blower speed. The compressor will remain on
during warm air to the rear seat passengers. This is a The mode control allows you to normal

occurrence as the compressor will cycle on and choose from several patterns of air off to
maintain comfort and increase fuel economy. Use of this mode for longer and floor outlets.
Each later activation will allow 10 side window demist outlets. Use this mode minutes of
operation. The blower air will heat faster in cold weather if you use only the low blower speeds
for the first 10 minutes of Summer Operation operation. Leaves collected in the air-intake
plenum may reduce air flow and plug the plenum water drains. Apply the brakes before shifting
to any driving gear. Do not attempt to push or tow your vehicle to get it started. Vehicles
equipped with an automatic trans- axle cannot be started this way. Unburned fuel could enter
the catalytic converter and once the engine has started, ignite and damage the converter and
vehicle. Remember to disconnect the cord before driving. Unintended movement of a vehicle
could injure those in and near the vehicle. As with all vehicles, Damage to the volt AC electrical
cord could you should never exit a vehicle while the engine is cause electrocution. The
transaxle electronics are self calibrat- convenience. This range should be used for most city and
highway driving. It provides smoothest up shifts and down shifts Your vehicle could move and
injure you and others if and best fuel economy. In the event power assist is lost for loss of
overall braking effectiveness. If for some reason the hydraulic pressure is interrupted, it will still
be possible to steer your vehicle. Under these conditions you will observe a substantial
increase in steering effort. NOTE: Extended heavy use of Traction Control may cause the
system to deactivate and turn on the traction control light located in the instrument cluster.
Tires designed to this standard have spares designed for temporary emergency use only. If the
TIN is not found on however the date code may only be on one side. Tire and Loading
Information This placard tells you important information about the If your vehicle will be towing
a trailer, load from your number and size of occupants. This table is for illustra- trailer will be
transferred to your vehicle. Consult this tion purposes only and may not be accurate for the
manual to determine how this reduces the available seating and load carry capacity of your
vehicle. Overloading of your tires is dangerous. Use tires of the Improperly inflated tires are
dangerous and can recommended load capacity for your vehicle. Never cause accidents.
Economyâ€” Improper inflation pressures can cause uneven wear patterns to develop across
the tire tread. These abnormal wear patterns will reduce tread life resulting in a need for earlier
tire replacement. Underinflation also increases tire rolling resistance and results in higher fuel
consumption. Consult your authorized tire dealer for radial tire repairs. High speed driving with
your vehicle under maxi- mum load is dangerous. The added strain on your Compact Spare Tire
â€” Installation of this limited use spare wheel is designed specifically for the compact spare.
They should be inspected regularly for wear and correct cold tire inflation pressure. Some
combina- may result in false speedometer and odometer read- tions of unapproved tires and
wheels may change ings. More frequent rotation is permis- manual gear shifting capability to
provide you with more sible if desired. If you experience these automatic mode until the
problem is corrected. Therefore Fuel system damage or vehicle performance problems you
should not have to add anything to the fuel. Have the exhaust system inspected every time the
vehicle is raised. Have any abnormal conditions Only vehicles with the E fuel filler door label
can repaired promptly. Until repaired, drive with all side operate on E Tongue Wt. See Note 2. To
promote proper break-in of your new vehicle driv- etrain components the following guidelines
are recom- Improper towing can lead to an injury accident. The Trailer Tow Package may
include a 4 and 7 pin wiring harness. Use it when your vehicle is disabled and is creating a
safety hazard for other motorists. If it is necessary to leave the vehicle to go for service, the
flasher system will continue to operate with the ignition key removed and the vehicle locked. If
your air conditioner is on, turn it off. The air conditioning system adds heat to A hot engine
cooling system is dangerous. Place the gear selector in PARK. Block wheel diagonally opposite flat tire. Remove the spare tire, scissors jack and lug wrench from stowage. Loosen, To
avoid possible personal injury, handle the wheel but do not remove, the wheel nuts by turning
them covers with care to avoid contact with the metal counterclockwise one turn while the
wheel is still on the Raising the vehicle higher than necessary can make A loose tire or jack
thrown forward in a collision or the vehicle less stable. It could slip off the jack and hard stop
could endanger the occupants of the ve- hurt someone near it. Remote battery terminals are
located in the engine compartment for jump starting. Make Do not permit vehicles to touch each
other as this sure you have a good contact on the engine. Be careful of the moving belts and
fan. Battery fluid is a corrosive acid solution; do not allow battery fluid to contact eyes, skin or
clothing. To reduce this possibility, the following precautions should Acceleration be observed:
Rapid acceleration on snow covered, wet, or other slip- pery surfaces may cause the front
wheels to pull errati- 1. Page 2. In some localities, it may be a legal requirement to pass 3. Do
only that service work for which engine oil must be maintained, at the correct level. Check you
have the knowledge and the proper equipment. Materials Added To Engine Oils The

manufacturer strongly recommends against the ad- dition of any additives other than leak
detection dyes to engine oil. Use a filter of this type for replacement. The mance and emission
control. New plugs should be in- quality of replacement filters varies considerably. However, it
is im- portant to keep the engine properly serviced to assure The air cleaner can provide a
measure of protection proper catalyst operation and prevent possible catalyst in the case of
engine backfire. A hot exhaust system can start a fire if you park over Engine Timing Belt
materials that can burn. Such materials might be Replace the engine timing belt 2. Battery
posts, terminals and related accessories con- tain lead and lead compounds. Wash hands after
handling. Battery fluid is a corrosive acid solution and can burn or even blind you. It is essential
when replacing the cables on the battery that the positive cable is attached to the positive post
and the negative cable is attached to the WARNING! Ra Air Conditioning Refrigerant is a
hydrofluorocar- bon HFC that is endorsed by the Environmental Pro- Fluid level should be
checked on a level surface with tection Agency and is an ozone-saving product. How- the
engine off to prevent injury from moving parts, ever, the manufacturer recommends that air
conditioning and to insure accurate fluid level reading. If necessary, add and safety catch
should be cleaned and lubricated. With a clean Hood Latch cloth, wipe any spilled fluid from all
surfaces. Gently place the wiper arm on the windshield. If coolant is dirty or rusty in
appearance, the coolant type. This cording to the temperatures occurring in the area where
coolant can be used up to 5 Years or , miles before the vehicle is operated. Clean up any ground
spills immediately. Inspect hose routing to be sure hoses do not touch any heat source or
Riding the brakes can lead to brake failure and moving component that may cause heat damage
or possibly an accident. The fluid level in the master cylinder should be checked when
performing under hood services, or immediately if NOTE: Often, fluids such as oil, power
steering fluid, the brake system warning lamp shows system failure. Operation with mance.
Fluid changes are not necessary unless the What Causes Corrosion? If con- Corrosion is the
result of deterioration or removal of taminated with water, the fluid should be changed im- paint
and protective coatings from your vehicle. Your dealer has touch up finish. Small particles of
dirt can act as an All glass surfaces should be cleaned on a regular basis abrasive and damage
the leather surface and should be with any commercial household-type glass cleaner. When
cleaning the lenses, care must be taken to avoid scratching the plastic. This information ap- the
cover. Remove the push-in fasteners by prying under the head of the fasteners with a flat
bladed tool. Headlight Bulb Replacement 1. Open the hood and remove the two headlight
mount- ing screws. Gently pry the headlight assembly away from the fender as shown in the
picture. This will free the ball stud from its retainer in the fender. Pull the headlight assem- bly
away from the vehicle. Reinsert the bulb and socket assembly and turn the 2. Turn the bulb
socket counterclockwise and remove the retaining ring clockwise to secure the bulb. Reinstall
the headlight assembly. Turn the bulb and socket assembly counterclockwise to remove it from
the housing. Remove the screws securing the light assembly to the front fascia. Install the new
bulb and socket assembly, reattach the wiring connector, and reinstall the fog light assembly.
Open the trunk. Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise 1. Open the trunk and pull the trunk liner
away to to remove it from the housing. Reinstall the light housing and reconnect the wiring
Headlight Aiming connector. Push the trunk liner back into place. The headlights on your new
vehicle were aimed at the factory. The factory setting was made at a no load setting. License
Plate Bulb Replacement A great increase in weight will change the aiming and it 1. Metric Fuel
approximate 2. Use only recommended brake flu- ids. Inspect the air cleaner filter and replace if
necessary. Inspect the air cleaner filter and replace if re- quired. Inspect the air cleaner filter and
replace if neces- sary. Retain all re- sions warranty. Inspect the air cleaner filter and replace if
required. Inspect the front and rear brake pads, linings, rotors, rear drums and shoes. Retain all
re- ceipts. You can be badly injured working on or around a motor vehicle. Do only that service
work for which you have the knowledge and the right equipment. This can often provide a clue
to the Chrysler, Dodge, or Jeep dealer. We strongly recommend current problem. Customer
Center general manager or owner of the dealership. They P. Box want to know if you need
assistance. Page Warranty Information U. Page Chrysler group vehicles. Included are
maintaining, servicing and repairing DaimlerChrysler starting, operating, emergency and
maintenance pro- Corporation vehicles. A complete working knowledge Print page 1 Print
document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The first car produced by Chrysler was in It was
a six cylinder with hydraulic brakes. It was a popular automobile due to its spectacular potential
of 70 mph. Many cars were produced during this time due to increasing competition. Chrysler
soon realized they needed to better market their products. They hoped to become a leading
competitor in the automobile industry along with Ford , Dodge , and General Motors. With
increased production Chrysler sold 98, cars in As competition increased so did the ideas by

Chrysler Corporation. During the 's Chrysle r began producing an excessive amount of cars.
Overall Chrysler has become a major automobile corporation. They have created some
spectacular cars throughout the years. In the 's as well as the 's they continued to change
features and upgrade automobiles. They have increased production and looked forward to
satisfying customers along with remaining profitable. Dodge Chrysler Jeep Plymouth standard
an. Adobe Acrobat Document Chrysler Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 4. Adobe Acrobat
Document 1. Chrysler Minivan Service Manual. Chrysler Convertible User Manual. JPG Image
History of Chrysler Cars. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Chrysler
Sebring , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn
about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. A Power Distribution Center is located in the
engine compartment near the air cleaner. A Power Distribution Center is located in the engine
compartment; near the air cleaner. The fuse access panel is behind the end cover at the left side
of the instrument panel. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car
fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. The location and function of fuses in cars produced
earlier may differ. Table of Contents. Underhood Fuse Box Sedan. This information applies to
vehicles built without the fuse and relay numbering embossed on the Power Distribution Center
Top Cover. Underhood Fuse Box Coupe. Interior Fuse Box Sedan. To remove the panel, pull it
out, as shown. The identity of each fuse is indicated on the backside of the cover. Interior Fuse
Box Coupe. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you
the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. For more information go to Automakers do not sell their
models for the right price most of the time, but when they do, the models surely live up to what
is expected of them. A Chrysler Sebring, introduced in , offered a genuine four-door sedan or
convertible experience with some great and not-so-great features here and there. Despite the
considerable mediocre capabilities of the model compared with others in the segment, the
Sebring still had its share of three-generation metamorphosis that led to its successor, the
Chrysler The first-generation models of the Sebring came in coupe and convertible forms. The
coupe has a softer suspension and not-so-robust muscle, despite it having a name taken from
an endurance car race. However, handling was still acceptable without much body roll,
especially on long, curvy roads. A full double wishbone independent suspension and Goodyear
Eagle performance tires, along with a rack-and-pinion steering, provided this good handling
experience. Cabin space was enough for five passengers and allowed much room for
movement, which made the Sebring coupe one of the largest cars in the segment in terms of
roominess. The Sebring convertible shared some of the coupe's features, but the convertible
had a smaller cabin. Fuel economy and engine capability differed depending on the trims for
each body type. In this generation, a sedan body style joined the line of the Sebring models. The
convertible and sedan units had a standard 2. Consumers initially welcomed these cars
because of their value and sleek shape, but the lack of offering in the power department
contributed to poor sales. The sedan and convertible units typically had many things in
common, while the coupe units only had some minor details that made them recognizable as
belonging to the same model as the other two. Crafted from a compact-car platform, the Sebring
still adopted the characteristic styling of the make. The addition of a MyGIG Infotainment
System, which allowed the storage of 20 gigabytes of entertainment files, was a big
improvement. There were three engine capacities available, and each engine type was matched
with a six-speed automatic transmission that used Autostick technology. All-wheel drive was
offered for the sedan. The convertible model was available as a hardtop and a soft top, and both
had strake lines on the hood like that on the Chrysler Crossfire. Other alterations included
airbags, power accessories, stability control, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, an automatic
climate control, and a premium audio system. It's not as fancy or as spirited as other vehicles
with a larger-than-life car personality. But with its reasonable price, this Chrysler has won the
hearts of the more practical car owners. It comes in a sedan and a convertible that may not have
the refinements of its rivals but does possess what matters most - reliable performance on the
road. To keep this Chrysler running at its best, here's a list of some basic car maintenance tips
to live by:. Imagine all the trouble the wheels and tires have to go through whenever you drive
your car on potholes, bumps, winding roads, or even on dirty pavements. They help carry tons
of weight, and in doing so, they get themselves exposed to sludge, mud, and grime. The wheels
definitely deserve some proper care after a long day. To keep them well and in shape, give them
the much-needed checkup from time to time. Be sure to check your tire pressure and the tread
depth. They may need to be inflated or replaced. Rotate them and keep them aligned. Don't
forget to clean brake dust. Just because the engine has been running smoothly doesn't mean
that everything's perfectly okay under the hood. The drive belts and pulleys may still be intact,
but it may only be a matter of time before they get ripped or come loose. This can bring serious

engine trouble. Don't let your Chrysler run low on motor oil, causing more friction between
parts. This may cause irreversible damage to the engine. Oil change is a must, and it must be
performed at regular intervals. To keep the engine cool, make sure that there's enough coolant
circulating around the system. Otherwise, your car's powerhouse may run too hot. With a dead
battery, your car can't go any further, so make sure that it won't run out of juice while you're on
the road. Also make sure the terminals and contacts are free from dirt. This will help keep a
healthy electrical system underneath the hood. Don't ignore the flashing check engine light.
Figure out the error before it becomes too much trouble for you. Also make sure that your
driving lights are working, from the headlights to the turn signals. Check the bulbs and inspect
other electrical connections to fix the faulty automotive lighting. You'll have less trouble
keeping the finish of your car untarnished if you give it a thorough wash from time to time. Don't
just focus on the exterior. Also give the interior a fresh and clean look by getting rid of dust and
dirt inside the cabin and keeping moisture away. Use not just the right car cleaning materials
but also the most reliable car detailing supplies. Protect your car's paint job from fading
through wax and polish. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Chrysler Sebring Alternator. Chrysler Sebring Axle
Assembly. Chrysler Sebring Ball Joint. Chrysler Sebring Blower Motor. Chrysler Sebring Brake
Booster. Chrysler Sebring Brake Caliper. Chrysler Sebring Brake Disc. Chrysler Sebring Brake
Master Cylinder. Chrysler Sebring Brake Pad Set. Chrysler Sebring Bumper Reinforcement.
Chrysler Sebring Cabin Air Filter. Chrysler Sebring Catalytic Converter. Chrysler Sebring
Distributor. Chrysler Sebring Door Glass. Chrysler Sebring Engine Control Module. Chrysler
Sebring Exhaust System. Chrysler Sebring Fender. Chrysler Sebring Floor Mats. Chrysler
Sebring Fog Light Cover. Chrysler Sebring Fuel Filter. Chrysler Sebring Fuel Line. Chrysler
Sebring Fuel Pump. Chrysler Sebring Fuel Tank. Chrysler Sebring Headlight. Chrysler Sebring
Muffler. Chrysler Sebring Power Steering Pump. Chrysler Sebring Serpentine Belt. Chrysler
Sebring Spark Plug. Chrysler Sebring Starter. Chrysler Sebring Steering Rack. Chrysler Sebring
T Connector. Chrysler Sebring Tail Light. Chrysler Sebring Throttle Body. Chrysler Sebring
Wheel. Chrysler Sebring Window Motor. Chrysler Sebring Wiper Blade. Chrysler Sebring Wiper
Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Chrysler Sebring Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Part Number: D Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page
1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Chrysler Sebring Customer Reviews. Dec 10, Control Arm. Is the
right part with the excellent price. I never had a problem with the company the shipment is
always fast. Jose Vega. Purchased on Nov 23, Oct 18, Thumbs Up! Well, my parts came when
expected. Neatly packed. Exactly what I ordered. But, I ordered exactly for my make and model
cub cadet wiring diagram lt1050
1999 toyota 4runner manual
silvia s11
and he was able to put the parts on with no problem. So, its important to make sure you order
the correct parts for your particular vehicle. Ginger Nicholson. Purchased on Sep 28, Sep 17, My
packages where torn and damage one of my ball joints where torn. Adrian Castillo. Purchased
on Aug 30, Chrysler Sebring Guides. Chrysler Sebring: Basic Maintenance. Helpful Automotive
Resources. The plant is also where the brand is planning to build two new electrified SUVs,
bringing as many as 4, jobs in the area. Chrysler to Change Name Following PSA Groupe
Merger The decision does seem to make sense considering the entire Chrysler brand is down to
just three models two if the Pacifica and Voyager minivans are counted as one , while the
Dodge, Jeep, and Ram brands continue to expand. It seems out of place that the company still
carries the. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

